
 
 

 

“DINNERTIME”  TV :30   

We are in a home at night.  

A TV is on and we hear the weatherman.  

“you can see a lot of lighting, cars are out there actually hydroplaning, it’s a dangerous situation” 

We see a man, Chris, cooking dinner. A young teen comes in the front door wearing a backpack 
and wet raincoat.  

KID: Hey Dad, Mom home? CHRIS: She’s on her way bud.  

Cut to: Exterior road. Night. Rainy. We see a woman driving in the rain. Wipers cannot keep up 
with the pounding rain. She passes emergency vehicles. She passes a Dominion Energy truck 
with flashing lights on. This is not a heroic shot, more subtle.  

Cut to: Exterior shot on the road. We see linemen working and the lights flashing on the truck as 
the car drives away. Back inside the house, we see headlights sweep by the living room 
window.  

POV Mom driving up to the house. It’s still pouring rain, howling wind. Inside, Dad is setting the 
table for dinner. We only see two plates. Mom enters through the front door. She collapses an 
umbrella as she comes in.  

MOM: Hey hon, It’s nasty out there. CHRIS: Yeah. Glad your home.  

Dad then disappears down the hall. We see a dog come in a doggy door near the kitchen. He 
shakes water off himself. Dad reenters the scene. He’s putting on a heavy raincoat. We see a 
Dominion Energy ballcap on his head.  

Mom approaches and hands him a thermos before kissing him goodbye.  

MOM: Stay safe, love.  CHRIS: I will, tell him to save me some. 

He walks out of the house into the storm. We cut outside to see him pull away in a Dominion 
Energy bucket truck.  

VO: When others head in, we head out. Dominion Energy  
GFX: DOMINION ENERGY. Powering Your Everyday.  

 


